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EUNICE 

QEP Survey 2022 

During the 2022-23 academic year, LSU Eunice will 
be completing the reaffirmation of accreditation 
process, which is done every ten years. An integral 
part of that process is the creation of a Quality 
Enhancement Plan (QEP). 

What is a QEP? 
The QEP is a commitment to enhance overall 
institutional quality and effectiveness by focusing on 
a specific issue that we consider to be important to 
improve student learning outcomes or to help 
students to achieve their goals. The QEP that is 
chosen will be a multi-year project that will require a 
commitment from all members of the campus 
community to be successful. 

What makes a great QEP? 
The QEP project will be evaluated by the Southern 
Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on 
Colleges (SACSCOC) during the Fall semester of 
2023 based on the following criteria: 
a) It has a topic identified through its ongoing, 
comprehensive planning and evaluation processes; 
b) It has broad-based support from the campus 
community 
c) It focuses on improving specific student learning 
outcomes and/or student success 
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d) It commits resources to initiate, implement, and 
complete the QEP; and 
e) It includes a plan to assess achievement. 

Toward that end, LSU Eunice is asking for your input 
on a two-question survey to help increase course 
success rates and completers while narrowing 
success gaps between student groups. 

* 1. What is your primary affiliation with LSU Eunice? 
(please choose one) 

0 Student 

0 Part-time faculty 

0 Full-time faculty 

Q Staff 

0 Administration 

* 2. Based on the description above and your role at 
LSU Eunice, which of the following would you like to 
see as the topic of the QEP? You can choose UP TO 
THREE options. 

D Improve tutoring 

D Improve academic advising 

D Improve support for mathematics and/or English 

D Improve engagement of first-year students 

D Centralize student support services 
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D Improve online learning 

D Other (please specify) 
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